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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The network paradigm is now used in many ￿elds of knowledge as a powerful and
concise mathematical tool for representing the structure and topology of complex
systems of interacting components.
Metabolic, protein, and genetic regulatory networks are now heavily studied in
biology and medicine, as much as the Internet and the World Wide Web are studied
in computer and information sciences, food webs and other networks of interaction
among species in ecology, personal or social networks in epidemiology, sociology,
and the management sciences [NL07].
Identifying community structure in networks can provide insight into how network
function and network topology a￿ect each other.
The study of networks, in fact, dates back much further than the current surge of
interest in it. However, earlier studies focused on small networks, whereas nowadays
networks of thousands or millions of vertices are not unusual, making quantitative
analysis conducted by inspection impossible.
For this reason, we have been forced to turn to topological measures, computer
algorithms, and statistics to understand the structure of today’s networks.
In this thesis, after introducing some useful shorthand notation that will then be
used throughout the text, we analyze a number of methods for community identi-
￿cation that have been proposed in the recent literature.
The thesis is organized as follows: starting from edge removal methods, we move
to classical graph theory and spectral partitioning, then apply similar methods to
optimize a newly de￿ned objective function known as modularity.
We then turn to other methods for optimizing this objective function, namely Inte-
ger Linear Programming (ILP) and greedy approaches such as Simulated Annealing
and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC).
Furthermore, we extend the classical de￿nition of modularity, and verify its e￿ec-
tiveness by means of some preliminary studies.
We conclude this work by applying the current state-of-the-art algorithm to the
real-world network of scienti￿c collaborations among Italian computer scientists.
1. Notation and terminology
The framework for a rigorous mathematical description of networks is found in
graph theory. For this reason, we will begin our review with an introduction to the
basic elements of this discipline.
Since a substantial body of knowledge in the ￿eld has been built up, we will only
provide some standard terminology and notation commonly used throughout the
text. In particular, we will mainly focus on the matrix representation of graphs.
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The interested reader is referred to introductory books on graph theory, such as
[Die05].
1.1. Matrices. Since we will be frequently dealing with symmetric matrices,
we will begin by introducing a shorthand notation to allow for a more compact
representation.
Let A = [aij] be a symmetric matrix of order n, with i;j = 1;:::;n and AT = A.
Definition 1.1 (Sum of a row or column). The sum of row (or column) i is denoted
by
ai =
X
j
aij
Definition 1.2 (Sum of all elements). The sum of all elements of the matrix is
denoted by
a =
X
i
ai =
X
i;j
aij
1.2. Undirected graphs. In general terms, networks can be described as
undirected graphs whose vertices identify the elements of some system and whose
edges represent interactions among them.
Definition 1.3 (Undirected graph). An undirected graph G is a tuple hV;Ai, where
V = fv1;v2;:::;vng is the set of vertices and the symmetric matrix A = AT of
order n with elements in f0;1g is the adjacency matrix describing the edges.
For all vi;vj 2 V it holds that
aii = 0 (irre￿exivity)
aij = aji 2 f0;1g (symmetry)
Definition 1.4 (Order of a graph). A graph with n = jV j vertices is said to have
order n.
Definition 1.5 (Size of a graph). A graph with m edges is said to have size
m = a=2, where the factor 1
2 accounts for the symmetry of A.
Remark. A graph of order n can have at most mmax = n(n   1)=2 edges, where
the factor 1=2 accounts for the symmetry of A.
Definition 1.6 (Complete, dense and sparse graphs) . If m = mmax the graph is
said to be complete, whereas if m  mmax the graph is said to be dense. Conversely,
if m / n the graph is said to be sparse.
Definition 1.7 (Adjacent vertices or neighbors). Two vertices vi and vj such that
aij = 1 are said to be adjacent or neighboring vertices.
Definition 1.8 (Degree of a vertex). The degree of a vertex vi 2 V is simply the
number of incident edges, which corresponds to the sum of all elements in row (or
column) i, that is ai 2 N.
1.3. Weighted undirected graphs. Undirected graphs can be naturally ex-
tended to weighted undirected graphs, in which edges are assigned a weight repre-
senting the strength of the interaction among the vertices they connect.
Definition 1.9 (Weighted undirected graph). A weighted undirected graph G is
a tuple hV;Ai, where V is the set of vertices and the symmetric matrix A = AT
of order n with elements in [0;1] is the adjacency matrix describing the edges and
satisfying the properties of De￿nition 1.3.1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 4
Definition 1.10 (Adjacent vertices or neighbors) . Two vertices vi and vj such that
aij 6= 0 are said to be adjacent or neighboring vertices.
Definition 1.11 (Degree of a vertex). The degree of a vertex vi 2 V is simply the
weight sum of the incident edges, which corresponds to the sum of all elements in
row (or column) i, that is ai 2 R.
1.4. Laplacian matrix. The Laplacian matrix, which is also called admit-
tance matrix or Kirchho￿ matrix, is an alternative matrix representation of a graph.
As we will see in Section 1, it plays an important role in spectral graph theory.
Definition 1.12 (Laplacian matrix). Given a graph G represented by the adja-
cency matrix A, we de￿ne the associated symmetric Laplacian matrix L = LT of
order n as follows,
lij =
(
 aij i 6= j
ai i = j
Proposition 1.1. The Laplacian matrix L is positive-semide￿nite or, equivalently,
all the eigenvalues of L are non-negative [GR01].
Remark. Since all row (or column) sums of L are equal to zero, L has an eigen-
vector with associated zero eigenvalue.
In particular, for disconnected graphs with k separate components, L is block di-
agonal and has k degenerate eigenvectors all corresponding to the zero eigenvalue.
On the other hand, if k denser components can be identi￿ed, but there exist some
edges between them, L has a single eigenvector with associated zero eigenvalue,
and k   1 eigenvectors with eigenvalues slightly greater than zero [ Bol02].CHAPTER 2
Edge removal methods
The ￿rst approaches to community identi￿cation presented in the literature are
based on the idea that any given network can be partitioned into its constituent
communities by iteratively identifying and removing edges that connect them [ New04a].
1. Edge betweenness
One of the ￿rst iterative removal methods, presented by Girvan and Newman, is
based on edge betweenness [GN02], which is de￿ned as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Shortest path). The shortest path between two vertices vi and vj
is a path (i.e. a sequence of vertices connected by edges) that minimizes the number
of its constituent edges.
Definition 2.2 (Edge betweenness). For the edge connecting vertices vi and vj,
the edge betweenness is de￿ned as the number of shortest paths passing through it.
Remark. The two previous de￿nitions can be extended to the context of weighted
graphs in the obvious way: for instance, the shortest path minimizes the sum of
the weights of its constituent edges.
Remark. It has been observed that the conventional de￿nition of betweenness,
seen as a measure of the in￿uence an edge has over the spread of information
through the network, implicitly assumes that information spreads only along short-
est paths. Di￿erent betweenness measures have thus been proposed by relaxing
this assumption and including contributions from all paths between vertices, not
just the shortest. A measure based on random walks, counting how often a vertex
is traversed by a random walk between two other vertices, has been presented in
[New05].
Intuitively, edges with high betweenness are those bridging communities together,
and thus are good candidates for removal (Figure 2.1).
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) Calculate the edge betweenness for all edges by computing the shortest
paths between all pairs of vertices
(2) Remove the edge with the highest edge betweenness
(3) Repeat until the network is split into two parts, then apply the algorithm
iteratively within each partition until the network is reduced to individual
vertices
As the algorithm proceeds, it is possible to construct a dendrogram (top down)
recording where each division took place (Figure 2.2). Note that, in general, the
dendrogram will not branch at every edge removal, since it may be necessary to
remove multiple edges before the network is split into two disconnected components.
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Figure 2.1: Sample graph for the Girvan-Newman algorithm, highlighting the edge
with the highest betweenness
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Figure 2.2: Dendrogram obtained by the Girvan-Newman algorithm on the sample
graph of Figure 2.1
As a real-world example, the authors consider the well-known ￿karate club￿ study
of Zachary [Zac77], in which 34 members of a karate club were observed over a
period of two years. During the course of the study, a disagreement developed
between the administrator of the club and its instructor, which ultimately resulted
in the instructor leaving and starting a new club, taking about half of the original
club members with him. Figure 2.3 shows the network, with the instructor and the
administrator represented by vertices 0 and 33, respectively. The most fundamental
split in the network is the ￿rst one to occur (and, thus, to be recorded in the
dendrogram), which divides the network into two groups of roughly equal size.
This split corresponds almost perfectly to the actual division of the club members
following the break-up, as revealed by which club they attended afterwards, with
the only exception of vertex 2, which is classi￿ed incorrectly. Thus, the authors
conclude that the application of the algorithm to the empirically observed network
of friendships is a good predictor of the subsequent social evolution of the group.
The most computer-intensive part of the algorithm is the computation of the edge
betweenness, which in turn requires the computation of shortest paths between1. EDGE BETWEENNESS 7
Figure 2.3: The friendship network from Zachary’s karate club study [ Zac77],
analyzed by means of the Girvan-Newman algorithm, with vertices belonging to
di￿erent communities drawn in di￿erent shapes and colors
all pairs of vertices. Using the fast methods developed independently by Newman
[New01b] and Brandes [Bra01], this can be done in O(mn) time for unweighted
graphs, resulting in a total complexity of O
 
m2n

(since all m edges are eventually
removed), which limits the order of graphs that can be treated with this method
and current computer technology to a few thousand vertices.
One might be tempted to avoid recalculating the edge betweenness at each iteration
of the algorithm. However, as Girvan and Newman point out [ GN02], this recom-
putation is crucial to the accuracy of the algorithm. This is because, if there are
more than two edges connecting two di￿erent communities, there is no guarantee
that all of them will have high betweenness, but only that at least one of them will.
1.1. Newman’s shortest path algorithm. The algorithm for computing
the shortest path between two vertices vi and vj described in [New01b] is a mod-
i￿ed form of standard breadth-￿rst search, and proceeds as follows:
(1) At the beginning, assign vertex vj distance zero (to indicate that it is zero
steps away from itself) and set d = 0
(2) For each vertex vk whose assigned distance is d, follow each attached edge
to the vertex vl at its other end and, if vl has not already been assigned a
distance, assign it distance d+1 and declare vk to be a predecessor of vl
1
(3) Increase d to d + 1 and repeat from the previous step until vi is reached
(4) At the end, the shortest path from vi to vj (if there exist one) is obtained
by stepping back from vi to its predecessor, and then to the predecessor
of each successive vertex until vj is reached2
1If vl has already been assigned distance d + 1, there is no need to do this again, but vk is
still declared a predecessor of vl.
2If a vertex has two or more predecessors, then there are two or more shortest paths, each of
which must be followed separately if we wish to know all shortest paths between vi and vj.2. EDGE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT 8
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Figure 2.4: Counting triangles in the computation of the edge clustering coe￿cient
for the edge connecting vertices a and b
2. Edge clustering coe￿cient
To alleviate the high computational complexity of the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 1, Radicchi et al. proposed to substitute the edge betweenness with the edge
clustering coe￿cient [RCC+04], which is de￿ned as follows.
Definition 2.3 (Edge clustering coe￿cient). For the edge connecting vertices vi
and vj, the edge clustering coe￿cient c
(3)
ij is de￿ned as
c
(3)
ij =
z
(3)
ij + 1
min(ai   1;aj   1)
where z
(3)
ij is the number of triangles the edge belongs to, and the denominator is
the maximum number of triangles that might possibly include the edge between
the two vertices vi and vj (Figure 2.4).
The idea behind the use of this quantity is that vertices belonging to the same com-
munity should have a larger number of ￿common friends￿ than vertices belonging
to di￿erent communities. This, in turn, means that edges connecting vertices in
the same community will be part of many triangles, while those connecting vertices
in di￿erent communities will belong to, at most, a few triangles.
The algorithm proceeds as the one described in Section 1, removing at each iteration
the edge with the lowest edge clustering coe￿cient and building a dendrogram (top
down). However, since calculations of the edge clustering coe￿cients can be carried
out using only local information, this algorithm scales as O
 
n2
and is thus much
more e￿cient than the one proposed by Girvan and Newman.
The authors of [RCC+04] also consider an extension of the edge clustering coe￿-
cient from triangles to squares and higher-order loops, which allows for a smooth
interpolation between a local and non-local algorithm in networks with few trian-
gles.CHAPTER 3
Spectral methods
1. Spectral partitioning and cut size minimization
There is a large literature on spectral analysis, in which network properties are
linked to the spectrum of the Laplacian matrix de￿ned in Section 1.4.
However, this method is generally not well suited to the problem of community
identi￿cation. The reasons for this, though, are interesting and instructive, so we
will start by brie￿y reviewing the traditional spectral partitioning method.
1.1. Spectral partitioning. The graph partitioning problem consists in di-
viding the vertices into k groups such that the number of edges between groups
(the so-called cut size) is minimized.
Problems of this type can be solved exactly in O

nk
2
[GH94]; however, this is
already prohibitive even when the smallest possible value k = 2 is considered.
For this reason, a number of approximate solution methods have been developed. A
classical and widely used one is the spectral partitioning method [ Fie73, PSL90],
of which we consider the simplest instance where k = 2, namely where vertices
must be divided into two disjoint subsets such that the number of edges between
them is minimized. This method is commonly referred to as spectral bisection.
1.1.1. Spectral bisection.
Definition 3.1 (Index vector). The index vector h 2 f1; 1g
n, representing an
assignment of vertices to each of two groups, has elements
hi =
(
1 if vertex i belongs to the ￿rst group
 1 if vertex i belongs to the second group
Remark. The vector h satis￿es the normalization condition hTh = n.
Definition 3.2 (Cut size). The cut size R, which in this case corresponds to the
number of edges between the two groups of vertices, can be written in terms of the
index vector h and the Laplacian matrix L as follows,
R =
1
4
hTLh
We can write h as a linear combination of the orthonormal eigenvectors ui of L,
h =
X
i
iui
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Multiplying the left-hand side of the previous equation by uT
i , with i ￿xed, we get
uT
i h =
X
j
juT
i uj
=
X
j
jij
= i
If instead we multiply the left-hand side of the same equation by hT, we get the
normalization constraint
n = hTh
=
X
i;j
ijuT
i uj
=
X
i;j
ijij
=
X
i
2
i
Finally, we can expand the cut size de￿nition and obtain
R =
X
i
iuT
i L
X
j
juj
=
X
i;j
ijjij
=
1
4
X
i
2
ii
where i is the eigenvalue of L corresponding to the eigenvector ui and we have
made use of uT
i uj = ij.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the eigenvalues are labeled in increasing
order, 1  2  :::  n.
The task of minimizing R is then equivalent to that of choosing the non-negative
quantities 2
i so as to place as much weight as possible in the terms corresponding
to the smallest i, while respecting the normalization constraint
P
i 2
i = n.
Since the Laplacian L has always an eigenvector with zero eigenvalue, and it can
be shown that the eigenvalues of L are all non-negative, the zero eigenvalue is
always the smallest eigenvalue 1 = 0. Choosing the index vector h = (1;1;:::),
proportional to u1, leads to R = 0, which is the smallest value R can take since it
is clearly a non-negative quantity. However, this solution is equivalent to placing
all vertices in the ￿rst group and none in the second, and is thus uninteresting.
It would be useful to forbid this trivial solution, forcing the method to ￿nd a sensible
one. The most common approach to achieve this goal is to ￿x the sizes of the two
groups as n1;n2 corresponding to the number of +1; 1 components of the index
vector h. It follows that
2
1 =
 
uT
1 h
2
=
(n1   n2)
2
n
where we recall that u1 = (1=
p
n; 1=
p
n;:::).
The cut size R would then be minimized by placing all the weight in the term
involving 2, which would be done by choosing h proportional to u2. If this were2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 11
possible, we would have 2
2 =
 
uT
2 h
2
= (
p
n)
2 = n, and 2
i =
 
uT
i h
2
= 0 for
i = 3;:::;n. Moreover, due to the normalization constraint
P
i 2
i = n, we would
also necessarily have 2
1 = 0, implying n1 = n2, which in turn means that the
cardinality of the two groups would necessarily be the same.
In addition, however, since the elements of h must take the values 1, it is often
not possible to choose h parallel to u2. Instead, quite good approximate solutions
can be obtained by choosing h to be as close to parallel to u2 as possible, leading
to the choice
hi =
(
1 if (u2)i  0
 1 if (u2)i < 0
where (u2)i is the ith element of u2. In the case of this suboptimal choice, we would
have 2
1 = (n1   n2)
2 =n and 2
2 =
P
i j(u2)ij, with possibly non-null higher-order
coe￿cients.
This concludes our presentation of the spectral partitioning method in its simplest
form, the spectral bisection method. While there is no guarantee that it will mini-
mize the cut size R, it often does so reasonably well, especially if 2  3.
2. Spectral optimization of modularity
Despite its success in the graph partitioning ￿eld, spectral partitioning is not appro-
priate for identifying natural community structure in networks, primarily because
the group sizes cannot be realistically ￿xed a priori, and choosing them arbitrarily
will usually preclude us from ￿nding the best solution to the problem.
On the other hand, letting the group sizes be free means that the minimum cut size
will always be achieved by putting all vertices in one group and none in the other.
This statement is considerably broader than the spectral partitioning method itself,
since any method that minimizes the cut size without constraints on the number
of vertices in each group is sure to ￿nd this same trivial division.
Several variations have been proposed to get around this problem, for example by
favoring balanced divisions [WC91]. However, these ￿biased￿ approaches e￿ectively
choose the group sizes, at least approximately.
The fundamental problem with all these methods, however, is that merely opti-
mizing the cut size is not enough: a good division of a network into communities
is not one in which the number of inter-group edges is small, but rather one in
which the number of such edges is smaller than expected. Only if this number is
signi￿cantly lower than it would be expected purely by chance can we claim to have
found signi￿cant community structure.
These considerations lead us to shift our attention from measures based on pure
cut size to a modi￿ed objective function, the modularity Q.
2.1. Modularity. The modularity Q is a function of a particular partition of
a network into communities, de￿ned as the number of edges within communities
minus the expected number of such edges [ NG04]. The precise de￿nition is as
follows [New06a].
Definition 3.3 (Modularity). Given a symmetric matrix P = PT of order n,
whose elements pij specify the expected number of edges between every pair of
vertices vi and vj, and the symmetric adjacency matrix A = AT, whose elements2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 12
aij specify the actual number of edges between every pair of vertices vi and vj, we
de￿ne the modularity Q as
Q =
1
a
X
i;j
(aij   pij)c (i;j)
where c (i;j) = 1 if the two vertices vi and vj belong to the same community, and
0 otherwise.
Let us now focus on the second term in the de￿nition of the modularity, the ex-
pected number of edges between every pair of vertices vi and vj, and characterize
it precisely.
First, we require that Q = 0 when all vertices are placed in a single group together,
since the number of edges within the single group and the expected number of such
edges must both be equal to m in this case. This leads to the constraint p = a = 2m,
which restricts our choice to null models in which the expected number of edges in
the entire network equals the actual number of edges in the original network.
Moreover, the null model ought to have a degree distribution similar to that of the
network being analyzed. To satisfy this requirement, we restrict our attention to
models in which the expected and actual degree of each vertex are equal, pi = ai.
The simplest null model in this class is that in which edges are placed entirely at
random, connecting vertices with a probability that depends only on their degrees.
The elements of the symmetric matrix P are thus de￿ned as
pij =
aiaj
a
Given the null model matrix P, the modularity Q can be written as
Q =
1
a
X
i;j

aij  
aiaj
a

c (i;j)
Proposition 3.1. For unweighted graphs, we have  1=2  Q  1 [BDG+08].
Larger values of Q indicate stronger community structure. Therefore, we should in
principle be able to ￿nd good partitions of a network into communities by optimizing
Q over all possible partitions.
Even relatively small graphs, however, have huge partition spaces, making exhaus-
tive exploration impossible. Indeed, modularity optimization is a NP-complete
problem [BDG+08], which makes it infeasible in all but the smallest instances.
A number of approximate solution methods have thus been developed. In practical
applications a joint strategy is often adopted: ￿rstly, spectral optimization is used to
obtain a broad picture of the partitioning into communities; secondly, a re￿nement
step, such as the extremal optimization method presented in [ DA05], is performed.
Remark. More recently, it has been realized that the modularity approach is in-
su￿cient. Although it is true that networks with strong community structure have
high modularity, it has been observed that not all networks with high modularity
have strong community structure. This means that high modularity is only a neces-
sary but not su￿cient condition for signi￿cant community structure. An interesting
approach to testing the signi￿cance of community assignments, along with a brief
review of previous proposals, is described in [ KLN08].
Remark. The modularity Q has the same form as the Hamiltonian of an Ising
spin glass [SK75]; in particular, the general form of the modularity for an arbitrary
number of communities is equivalent to a Potts spin glass, a connection that has
been exploited to create a community identi￿cation algorithm [ RB06].2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 13
2.2. Spectral optimization of modularity. An approach that relies on
spectral analysis to optimize the modularity Q has been presented in [New06a].
We start by de￿ning the modularity matrix B, which plays a role analogous to that
of the Laplacian matrix L in spectral partitioning.
Definition 3.4 (Modularity matrix). The symmetric modularity matrix B = BT
of order n, de￿ned as B = A   P, has elements of the form
bij = aij   pij
= aij  
aiaj
a
Remark. All row (or column) sums of B are equal to zero, since
X
j
bij =
X
j
aij  
X
j
pij = ai   ai = 0
This immediately implies that, like the Laplacian matrix, B has always the unit
eigenvector (1=
p
n; 1=
p
n;:::) with associated zero eigenvalue. Unlike the Laplacian
matrix, however, the eigenvalues of B are not necessarily all of one sign.
2.2.1. Leading eigenvector method. Proceeding by analogy with Section 1.1.1,
we can rewrite Q in matrix form as
Q =
1
2a
hTBh
where the index vector h can be written as usual as a linear combination of the
normalized eigenvectors ui, i = 1;:::;n of B,
h =
X
i
iui
where as before i = uT
i h and
P
i 2
i = n. Moreover, we have
Q =
1
2a
X
i
2
ii
where i is the eigenvalue of B corresponding to the eigenvector ui, i = 1;:::;n.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the eigenvalues are labeled in decreasing
order, 1  2  :::  n.
The task of maximizing Q is then equivalent to that of choosing the non-negative
quantities 2
i so as to place as much weight as possible in the terms corresponding
to the largest i.
As with spectral partitioning, this task would be easily solved by choosing h pro-
portional to the leading eigenvector u1 of B. However, the elements of h must
take the values 1, which means that h cannot normally be chosen parallel to u1.
Good approximate solutions can again be obtained by choosing h to be as close to
parallel to u1 as possible, which is achieved by setting
hi =
(
1 if (u1)i  0
 1 if (u1)i < 0
where (u1)i is the ith element of u1.
Remark. The magnitudes of the elements of u1 also contain useful information,
indicating the ￿strength￿ with which vertices belong to the various communities,
see [New06b].
Summarizing, the algorithm proceeds as follows:2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 14
(1) Find the eigenvector u1 corresponding to the most positive eigenvalue 1
of the modularity matrix B
(2) Divide the network into two groups according to the signs of the elements
of u1
2.2.2. Multiple eigenvectors method. The algorithm described in the previous
section has two obvious shortcomings. First, it divides networks into only two
communities. Second, it uses only the leading eigenvector u1 of the modularity
matrix B, potentially throwing away useful information contained in the other
eigenvectors. Both of these shortcomings are remedied by generalizing the method
as follows.
Remark (Indices). Indices that refer to entries referring to vertices will be in lower-
case, while those that address entries referring to communities will be in uppercase.
Definition 3.5 (Membership matrix). The membership matrix H 2 f0;1g
nK,
representing an assignment of n vertices to K  n communities, has elements
hiJ =
(
1 if vertex i belongs to community J
0 otherwise
where each column is a membership vector with binary f0;1g components describing
a single community, H = (h1jh2j:::jhK).
Remark. The columns of H are mutually orthogonal, its rows each sum to unity,
and the matrix satis￿es the normalization condition Tr
 
HTH

= n, since
c (i;j) =
X
K
hiKhjK
Substituting this expression in the modularity de￿nition we obtain
Q =
1
a
X
i;j
X
K
bijhiKhjK
=
1
a
Tr
 
HTBH

Writing B = UDUT, where U = (u1ju2j:::jun) is the matrix of eigenvectors of
B, and D is the diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues, dii = i, we ￿nd
Q =
1
a
X
i;J
i
 
uT
i hJ
2
A choice of K communities corresponds then to choosing K   1 independent, mu-
tually orthogonal columns h1;h2;:::;hK 1, since the last column hK is ￿xed by
the condition that all rows of H sum to unity.
The modularity Q would then be maximized by choosing the columns proportional
to the leading eigenvectors of B. However, only eigenvectors corresponding to
positive eigenvalues can contribute positively to Q, so the optimal modularity would
be achieved by choosing as many independent columns of H as there are positive
eigenvalues, or equivalently by choosing K to be one greater than the number of
positive eigenvalues.
Nevertheless, the problem has the additional constraint that the membership vec-
tors hI can only take the values f0;1g. According to [New06a], this means that
the number of positive eigenvalues plus one is only an upper bound on the number
of communities, since it might not be possible to ￿nd as many membership vectors
positively contributing to the modularity as the set of positive eigenvalues suggests.2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 15
(a) One-dimensional (b) Two-dimensional
Figure 3.1: Multidimensional spectral analysis of a BarabÆsi-Albert random graph
[AB02] with 100 vertices
Employing an argument similar to the one used for spectral partitioning in [ AKY99],
Newman then recasts the problem of community identi￿cation into a vector par-
titioning problem, but does not in fact present a speci￿c algorithmic proposal for
solving it (such an algorithm can, however, be found in [ WSO08]).
Instead, Newman takes the approach of repeated subdivision into two communities,
starting from a single community encompassing the entire network, and partitioning
it into smaller and smaller communities. The algorithm explicitly computes the
modularity contribution Q for all possible subdivisions of a given community,
declining to subdivide it if no subdivision exists that will increase the modularity
of the network as a whole (communities with the property of having no subdivision
such that Q > 0 are said to be indivisible).
2.3. Multidimensional spectral analysis. The method presented in [DM04]
exploits spectral properties of the Laplacian matrix L, combined with hierarchical
clustering techniques, in an attempt to maximize the modularity Q.
The idea behind this method is that, if there are more than two weakly-connected
components, it should be possible to identify them by inspecting the eigenvalue
spectrum more accurately, instead of considering just the ￿rst non-trivial eigen-
vector as in Section 1.1.1. This is particularly relevant when the number of edges
between di￿erent groups is large, which results in communities becoming more en-
tangled and di￿cult to extract from the ￿rst non-trivial eigenvector.
This di￿culty can be circumvented by enlarging the projection space to include
the ￿rst d non-trivial eigenvectors, and representing each vertex by a point in this
d-dimensional space with coordinates corresponding to the individual eigenvector
components (Figures 2.3 and 2.3).
Intuitively, vertices close in this d-dimensional space belong to the same commu-
nity; therefore, by de￿ning an appropriate similarity metric, we can apply standard
hierarchical clustering techniques [JD88, ELL09], which proceed by removing all
edges from the network and using a greedy optimization (hill climbing) approach2. SPECTRAL OPTIMIZATION OF MODULARITY 16
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Figure 3.2: Coordinates of vertex 2 in the d-dimensional space, corresponding to
the second components of the ￿rst d non-trivial eigenvectors
that adds them back one by one in order of their similarity metric value, thus build-
ing a dendrogram (bottom up) detailing where each joining took place. The authors
consider both Euclidean distance and angular distance, noting that the latter often
outperforms the former.
Summarizing the ideas introduced so far, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) Perform spectral analysis of the Laplacian matrix L, projecting vertices
into a space of (variable) dimensionality d
(2) De￿ne some similarity metric and apply standard hierarchical clustering
techniques, obtaining a dendrogram
(3) Maximize the modularity Qd for the d-dimensional space over all possible
partitions recorded in the dendrogram
(4) Repeat, maximizing the modularity Q over all possible dimensions d =
1;:::;n   1 of the eigenvector space
Remark. The maximum dimension is n   1, and not n, since we do not need to
consider the ￿rst, trivial eigenvalue 1 = 0.
The eigenvector computation is the most computer-intensive part of the algorithm,
requiring O
 
n3
time. However, since the Laplacian matrix is usually sparse and
not all eigenvectors are required, the faster Lanczos method [ GL96] can be used.CHAPTER 4
Other methods of modularity optimization
As described in Section 2.1, the modularity measure is a way to quantitatively eval-
uate the appropriateness of a partition of the graph. We have described modularity
optimization methods using spectral analysis in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
The problem of modularity optimization, however, can be tackled in other ways,
which have proven highly e￿ective in practice and which are presented in this chap-
ter.
In the following sections we ￿rst analyze an Integer Linear Programming formula-
tion of the problem, then we move to two other methods for modularity optimization
based on classical greedy approaches.
We shall always keep in mind that, since maximizing Q over the set of all possible
partitions is a global optimization problem, there is no guarantee that a greedy
algorithm such as those presented in this section will e￿ectively ￿nd the partition
with maximum modularity, especially in large search spaces.
Indeed, for the method presented in Section 3 below, there exists a class of graphs
on which the algorithm obtains a partition of modularity 0, but for which the
optimum partition has a modularity value close to 1=2 [BDG+08].
1. Integer Linear Programming
The problem of maximizing modularity can be cast into a very simple and intuitive
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem [ BDG+08].
Given a graph with n vertices, we de￿ne n2 decision variables xij 2 f0;1g, one for
every pair of vertices vi and vj. These variables can be interpreted as an equivalence
relation over the set of vertices V , and thus describe a partition of the graph.
To ensure consistency, we enforce the following constraints for all vertices vi;vj;vk 2
V , with i;j;k = 1;:::;n,
xii = 1 (re￿exivity)
xij = xji (symmetry)
8
> <
> :
xij + xjk   2xik  1
xik + xij   2xjk  1
xjk + xik   2xij  1
(transitivity)
The objective function Q then becomes
Q =
1
a
X
i;j

aij  
aiaj
a

xij
Remark. This ILP problem can be simpli￿ed by pruning redundant variable and
constraints, leaving only
 n
2

variables and
 n
3

constraints.
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2. Simulated annealing
An algorithm for modularity optimization based on simulated annealing [ Kir07]
has been presented in [MD05].
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) At the start, place each vertex into a community of its own and set a high
starting temperature
(2) At each step, randomly choose a vertex and a community (which could
be any of the communities the vertex does not currently belong to, or an
empty one), and compute the change in Q, denoted Q, should the vertex
be moved to that community
(3) If Q > 0, always accept the move; otherwise, accept the move with
probability eQ, where  is the inverse temperature
(4) Repeat, decreasing the temperature, until Q becomes (asymptotically)
constant because no further moves are accepted (all Qs are negative
and their probability is too low)
To increase the likelihood of ￿nding the global optimum, it is also possible to
periodically quench the system. This is done by calculating Q for all possible
moves of each vertex to each community, and taking the move with the highest
Q.
3. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
3.1. Community decomposition of the modularity. We ￿rst need to in-
troduce a di￿erent de￿nition for the modularity Q, which we shall subsequently
prove to be equivalent to De￿nition 3.3.
Remark (Indices). Indices that refer to entries referring to vertices will be in lower-
case, while those that address entries referring to communities will be in uppercase.
Definition 4.1 (Graph partition). The graph partition H is a collections of sets
fSI;I = 1;:::;Kg representing a partition of a graph G = hV;Ai into K non-empty
and disjoint communities.
For all SI;SJ 2 H with I 6= J it holds that SI  V and SI \ SJ = ;.
Furthermore, we have that
[
I
SI = V
Definition 4.2 (Community adjacency matrix). Consider a particular partition of
the graph into K communities and de￿ne the symmetric matrix E = ET of order K,
whose elements eIJ are the fractions of all edges in the original graph that connect
vertices in community SI to vertices in community SJ,
eIJ =
1
a
X
i2SI
X
j2SJ
aij3. AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 19
The row (or column) sums eI =
P
J eIJ then represent the fractions of all edges
incident to vertices in community SI,
eI =
X
J
eIJ
=
X
J
0
@1
a
X
i2SI
X
j2SJ
aij
1
A
=
1
a
X
i2SI
0
@
X
J
X
j2SJ
aij
1
A
=
1
a
X
i2SI
0
@
X
j
aij
1
A
=
1
a
X
i2SI
ai
This result implies the additivity of eI, i.e. eI[J = eI+eJ, plus also that
P
I eI = 1.
Theorem 4.1 (Community decomposition of the modularity) . The modularity
measure introduced in De￿nition 3.3 can be written as
Q =
X
I
 
eII   e2
I

Proof. Let us start by recalling De￿nition 3.3, in which we de￿ned Q as
Q =
1
a
X
i;j

aij  
aiaj
a

c (i;j)
The term c (i;j) makes sure that the only elements being summed are those for
which the corresponding vertices vi and vj belong to the same community. This
can be equivalently expressed by summing over all intra-community edges for all
communities, yielding
Q =
1
a
X
I
X
i;j2SI

aij  
aiaj
a

=
X
I
0
@1
a
X
i;j2SI
aij  
 
1
a
X
i2SI
ai
!21
A
Substituting the expression for the elements eIJ of the community adjacency matrix
E, we obtain directly
Q =
X
I
 
eII   e2
I


This result can be interpreted as follows. In analogy with the construction of the
null model associated with the adjacency matrix A, the product value eIeJ can be
regarded as the expected joint probability than an edge begins at a vertex in SI
and ends at a vertex in SJ. Correspondingly, the expected fraction of edges inside
community SI is then simply e2
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On the other hand, we know that the real fraction of edges between community SI
and community SJ is eIJ, and the real fraction of edges inside community SI is
eII.
In this way, the community decomposition of the modularity Q =
P
I
 
eII   e2
I

corresponds to the application of the null model principle to each individual com-
munity level.
3.2. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm. The attempt
at direct modularity maximization presented in [ New04b] falls in the general cat-
egory of agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods [ JD88, ELL09].
Instead of starting with a single community encompassing the whole network and
considering how to partition it into its constituent communities, one can take a
di￿erent perspective on the problem: one can start with all vertices belonging to a
community of their own, and join, or agglomerate, vertices which are likely to be
in the same community, in a hill climbing fashion.
The algorithm described in [New04b] proceeds as follows:
(1) At the start, place each vertex vi in a community SI of its own
(2) At each step, compute the change in Q should any two communities SI;SJ
be joined, QIJ = 2(eIJ   eIeJ) as derived below, and join the pair
producing the largest increase (or smallest decrease) in modularity
(3) Repeat until the whole network has been reconstructed as a single com-
munity
As the algorithm proceeds, it is possible to construct a dendrogram (bottom up),
recording where each joining took place.
Since the change in Q upon joining two communities SI and SJ, QIJ, can be com-
puted in constant time, this algorithm is very e￿cient and scales as O((m + n)n).
3.2.1. Improved version. A second, improved version of the same algorithm has
been presented in [CNM04], and rests on the idea that, even though QIJ can
be computed in constant time, doing so for all pairs of communities SI and SJ and
￿nding the largest value becomes time-consuming.
Therefore, rather than maintaining the matrix E, the algorithm maintains and
updates a matrix  with elements IJ = QIJ, additionally indexing the largest
element in each row and in the whole matrix for fast retrieval.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) At the start, place each vertex vi in a community SI of its own, compute
the initial value of Q, initialize the matrix  with elements
IJ =
(
2aij
a  
2aiaj
a2 if vi and vj are connected
0 otherwise
and initialize the vector e as eI = ai=a
Remark. The initialization IJ = 0 when vi and vj are not connected
is more e￿cient than the plain IJ =  (2aiaj)=a2, as it renders the
matrix  sparse, and does not a￿ect the ￿nal result.
(2) At each step, ￿nd the maximal element IJ of , join the corresponding
communities SI and SJ, update  and its indexes, and add IJ to Q
(3) Repeat until the whole network has been reconstructed as a single com-
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Let us now derive the update rules for .
Consider two communities SI and SJ and their respective contributions QI and QJ
to the modularity.
Labeling S(I[J) the combined community SI [ SJ, we have
Q(I[J) = e(I[J)(I[J)   e2
(I[J)
= (eII + eJJ + 2eIJ)   (eI + eJ)
2
= eII + eJJ + 2eIJ   e2
I   e2
J   2eIeJ
The change in modularity upon joining SI and SJ is thus given by
IJ = Q(I[J)   QI   QJ
= eII + eJJ + 2eIJ   e2
I   e2
J   2eIeJ   eII + e2
I   eJJ + e2
J
= 2eIJ   2eIeJ
which is the expression used for the initialization of IJ = QIJ in the second step
of the algorithm.
Consider now the joining of S(I[J) with a third community SK. We have
(I[J)K = Q(I[J[K)   Q(I[J)   QK
= e(I[J[K)(I[J[K)   e2
(I[J[K)   Q(I[J)   QK
= e(I[J)(I[J) + eKK + 2e(I[J)K   [(eI + eJ) + eK]
2
  e(I[J)(I[J) + (eI + eJ)
2   eKK + e2
K
= 2e(I[J)K   2(eI + eJ)eK
= 2(eIK + eJK)   2(eI + eJ)eK
= (2eIK   2eIeK) + (2eJK   2eJeK)
= IK + JK
where we have made use of
2e(I[J)K = 2(eIK + eJK)
since edges between SK and S(I[J) are actually between SK and either SI or SJ.
This yields the following update conditions for a community SK 6= SI;SJ
0
(I[J)K =
8
> <
> :
IK + JK if SK is connected to both SI and SJ
IK   2aJaK if SK is connected to SI but not to SJ
JK   2aIaK if SK is connected to SJ but not to SI
Remark. The last two cases account for not setting IJ for every pair of discon-
nected communities SI and SJ in the initialization step of the algorithm, which
was done to keep  sparse.
Furthermore, we need to update the vector e as follows: e0
J = eJ + eI and e0
I = 0.
Remark. These equations imply that Q has a single peak over the course of the
algorithm, a property known as single-peakedness. This means that, after the largest
IJ becomes negative, Q can only decrease, and the algorithm can thus be stopped.
This version of the algorithm is extremely e￿cient, scaling as O(mdlogn), where
d is the depth of the dendrogram. Furthermore, since many real-world networks
are sparse and hierarchical, with m / n and d / logn, this reduces essentially to
linear time, O
 
nlog
2 n

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Figure 4.1: The friendship network from Zachary’s karate club study [ Zac77],
analyzed by means of agglomerative hierarchical clustering, with vertices belonging
to di￿erent communities drawn in di￿erent shapes and colors
This algorithm has been successfully applied in the study of a recommender network
of books from a large on-line retailer, with more than 400000 vertices and 2 million
edges [CNM04]. The case study we present in Section 6 uses the same algorithm.
We have also applied it to the karate club study of Zachary [ Zac77], which we ￿rst
encountered in Section 1. Note that the resulting network con￿guration, shown
in Figure 4.1, corresponds to a modularity Q  0:38067, whereas the partition
originally obtained by Newman (see Section 1) only achieves a slightly lower score.CHAPTER 5
Rede￿ning modularity
1. Modularity matrix
1.1. Classical de￿nition. The classical null model used in the de￿nition of
the modularity matrix B of Section 2.2 was introduced in [New06a] and brie￿y
reviewed in Section 2.1.
It is de￿ned as the symmetric matrix P = PT of order n with elements
pij =
aiaj
a
It can be immediately seen that some of the information encoded in the adjacency
matrix A is distributed along the diagonal elements pii, associated to self-loops
in the null model graph, which have no correspondence with the original graph
described by the adjacency matrix A.
For this reason, we will de￿ne below a new null model which complies with the
general assumption that no self-loops are allowed.
1.2. New de￿nition. To overcome the limitation expressed above, we can
apply the diagonal di￿usion operator described in Appendix A to the matrix P,
obtaining the new null model matrix R = e P with o￿-diagonal elements rij;i 6= j
of the form
rij =
1
a
"
aiaj +
1
n   2
 
a2
i + a2
j  
1
n   1
X
i
a2
i
!#
1.3. Properties of R. In order to illustrate our newly-de￿ned null model,
let us now consider a number of cases for which R is an invariant. In these cases
R = A, and thus B = A   R = 0.
Remark. In what follows we refer to the general case of weighted graphs.
Theorem 5.1 (Graphs of order 3). For all graphs of order 3 it holds that R = A.
Proof. Consider a graph with n = 3 vertices, whose adjacency matrix A has
three degrees of freedom corresponding to the elements a12, a13 and a23.
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Substituting n = 3 in the general de￿nition of rij, we obtain, with k 6= i;j:
rij =
1
a
 
aiaj + a2
i + a2
j  
1
2
X
i
a2
i
!
=
1
a

aiaj +
1
2
a2
i +
1
2
a2
j  
1
2
a2
k

=
1
a

1
2
(ai + aj)
2  
1
2
a2
k

=
1
2a
(ai + aj + ak)(ai + aj   ak)
=
(ai + aj + ak)(ai + aj   ak)
2(ai + aj + ak)
=
1
2
(ai + aj   ak)
For r12, for instance, we have that
r12 =
1
2
(a1 + a2   a3)
=
1
2
(a12 + a13 + a12 + a23   a13   a23)
= a12
It can be easily checked that rij = aij for all the remaining elements, leading to
the conclusion R = A. 
Theorem 5.2 (Uniform graphs). For all uniform graphs, i.e. graphs in which all
edges have the same weight, it holds that R = A.
Proof. Consider a graph with n vertices, all of which are connected to each
other with uniform edge weight .
The uniform graph is represented by an adjacency matrix of the form
A =
2
6
6 6
6
6 6
4
0    
 0   
  0
. . .
. . .
. . .
... 
    0
3
7
7 7
7
7 7
5
Sums along any row take the form
ai = (n   1)
from which we can easily derive
a =
X
i
ai = n(n   1)
and
1
n   1
X
i
a2
i =
1
n   1
n(n   1)
2 2
= n(n   1)21. MODULARITY MATRIX 25
Substituting in the general de￿nition of rij yields
rij =
1
n(n   1)

(n   1)
2 2 +
1
n   2
h
2(n   1)
2 2   n(n   1)2
i
=
1
n

(n   1) +
1
n   2
(2n   2   n)

=
1
n
(n   1 + 1)
= 
from which it follows that R = A. 
Theorem 5.3 (Graphs with a ￿loner￿). For all graphs with a ￿loner￿, i.e. graphs
containing a uniform subgraph of order n   1 whose vertices are connected to the
￿loner￿ vertex with the same edge weight, it holds that R = A.
Proof. Consider a graph with n vertices, having n   1 vertices all connected
to each other by edges of weight , and to the ￿loner￿ vertex vl by edges of weight
 6= .
Remark. Uniform graphs can be considered a special case in which we allow  = .
The ￿loner￿ graph is represented by an adjacency matrix of the form
A =
2
6
6 6
6
6 6
6
6 6
6
6 6
6
6 6
6 6
6
4
0         
 0        
 
...      
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
    0     
     0    
      0   
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
... 
         0
3
7
7 7
7
7 7
7
7 7
7 7
7
7 7
7
7 7
7
5
Sums along any row but l take the form
ai6=l =  + (n   2)
whereas row l has sum
al = (n   1)
We can now easily compute
a =
X
i
ai
= al +
X
i6=l
ai
= (n   1) + (n   1)[ + (n   2)]
= (n   1) + (n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)
= 2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)1. MODULARITY MATRIX 26
and
1
n   1
X
i
a2
i =
1
n   1
0
@a2
l +
X
i6=l
a2
i
1
A
=
1
n   1
n
(n   1)
2 2 + (n   1)[ + (n   2)]
2
o
= (n   1)2 + 2 + (n   2)
2 2 + 2(n   2)
= n2 + (n   2)
2 2 + 2(n   2)
It is easy to prove that, since all row sums but al are equal, we only need to consider
the following two cases in computing the values rij of R:
(1) vertex vl with any other vertex, i.e. i = l;j 6= i
(2) any two vertices di￿erent from vl, namely i 6= l 6= j
Let us now analyze independently the two cases.
Lemma 5.1 (Vertex vl with any other vertex).
rlj =
1
a

2(n   1)2 + (n   1)(n   2)

=
 [2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)]
2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)
= 
Lemma 5.2 (Any two vertices di￿erent from vl).
rij =
1
a

2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)2
=
 [2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)]
2(n   1) + (n   1)(n   2)
= 
Thus, R = A. 
1.4. Comparison of the null models. In what follows we shall compare the
two null models in a number of sample cases with graphs of limited order, where
all edge weights are chosen out of two possible values ;.
We will exclude from our analysis graphs of order 3 (which are invariants for R
according to Theorem 5.1), and all graphs with a ￿loner￿ (also invariants according
to Theorem 5.3).
Example 5.1 (Graph of order 4 divided in two communities of size 2) . The graph
is shown in Figure 1.4. Its adjacency matrix is of the form
A =
2
6 6
4
0   
 0  
  0 
   0
3
7 7
5
where we assume  > .
Analyzing A by means of spectral analysis, we obtain the following lists of eigen-
values P and R, using as null model P or R respectively:
P = h   2; ;0i
R =

4
3
(   );
2
3
(   );0
1. MODULARITY MATRIX 27
a
b
c
d
Figure 5.1: Graph of order 4 considered in Example 5.1, with dashed edges having
a weight of , and solid ones a weight of 
a
b
c d
e
Figure 5.2: Graph of order 5 considered in Example 5.2, with dashed edges having
a weight of , and solid ones a weight of 
In both cases, multiplicities are h1;2;1i, and the eigenvector associated to the lead-
ing eigenvalue (the ￿rst one) is h1; 1;1; 1i, a correct partitioning of the network
in two communities.
However, for P the value    2 is greater than zero only for  > 2, quite a
strong requirement compared to our initial assumption  > . This is not the case
for R, whose eigenvalue 4=3(   ) is positive exactly for  > .
It is also interesting to understand what happens if  < .
In this case, all eigenvalues in P are non-positive, leaving a leading eigenvalue of
0 to signify that no community can be identi￿ed. For R, instead, the (second)
eigenvalue 2=3(   ) is positive exactly when  < . Since this eigenvalue has
multiplicity 2, we can generate from the associated eigenvectors h1;0; 1;0i and
h0;1;0; 1i the two reasonable partitions of the original network in two communi-
ties: h1;1; 1; 1i and h1; 1; 1;1i.2. COMMUNITY DECOMPOSITION OF THE MODULARITY 28
Example 5.2 (Graph of order 5 divided in two communities of size 2 and 3) . The
adjacency matrix for this graph is of the form
A =
2
6
6 6
6
4
0    
 0   
  0  
   0 
    0
3
7
7 7
7
5
where we assume  > .
Analysing A by means of spectral analysis, we obtain the following lists of eigen-
values P and R, using as null model P or R respectively:
P =

52   152
4 + 6
; ;0

R =

752 + 50   1252
48 + 72
;
252   10   152
16 + 24
;
252   10   152
48 + 72
;0

Multiplicities are h1;3;1i and h1;1;2;1i respectively. In both cases, the eigenvector
associated to the ￿rst eigenvalue is h1;1; 2=3; 2=3; 2=3i, a correct partitioning of
the network in two communities.
For P, the leading eigenvalue (the ￿rst one) is greater than zero only for  >
p
3,
still a strong requirement compared to our initial assumption  > . For R,
instead, the leading eigenvalue is positive exactly for  > .
Let us now analyze what happens if  < .
In this case, all eigenvalues in P are non-positive, leaving a leading eigenvalue
of 0 to signify that no community can be identi￿ed. For R, instead, the sec-
ond and third eigenvalues are positive exactly when  < . Using the eigenvector
h1; 1;0;0;0i associated with the second eigenvalue, and combining the eigenvec-
tors h0;0;1;0; 1i and h0;0;0;1; 1i associated with the third eigenvalue, we can
generate the reasonable partitions of the original network.
Example 5.3 (Graph of order 6 divided in two communities of size 2 and 4) .
This graph con￿guration leads to results similar to what we already described in
Example 5.2. The single possibly positive eigenvalue found using P is greater than
zero only for  > 2
p
2=3, whereas R retains the original assumption  > .
Example 5.4 (Graph of order 6 divided in two communities of size 3) . This situ-
ation is similar to the one we already analyzed in Example 5.1, and it does in fact
behave similarly. For the leading eigenvalue to be positive, P requires  > 3=2,
whereas R sticks to  > .
Example 5.5 (Graph of order 6 divided in three communities of size 2) . This
con￿guration also leads to the same result we had in Example 5.1, yielding exactly
the same condition  > 2 for P, and  >  for R.
These results seem to corroborate the original motivation to rede￿ne the null model,
excluding self-loops, insofar as the information encoded in the self-loops seems to
be at least partially disregarded.
2. Community decomposition of the modularity
Following a procedure similar to the one of Section 3.1, we give here the community
decomposition of the rede￿ned modularity.2. COMMUNITY DECOMPOSITION OF THE MODULARITY 29
Starting from the general de￿nition of the elements rij,
Q =
1
a
X
i6=j
(
aij  
1
a
"
aiaj +
1
n   2
 
a2
i + a2
j  
1
n   1
X
i
a2
i
!#)
c (i;j)
We notice that the term c (i;j), which makes sure that the only elements being
summed are those for which the corresponding vertices vi and vj belong to the
same community, can be equivalently expressed by summing exclusively over intra-
community edges, yielding
Q =
1
a
X
I
X
i6=j2SI
(
aij  
1
a
"
aiaj +
1
n   2
 
a2
i + a2
j  
1
n   1
X
k
a2
k
!#)
Computing the various terms, we have
1
a
X
i6=j2SI
aij =
1
a
X
i;j2SI
aij
= eII
1
a2
X
i6=j2SI
aiaj =
1
a2
X
i;j2SI
aiaj  
1
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i
= e2
I  
1
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i
1
a2
X
i6=j2SI
 
a2
i + a2
j

=
1
a2
X
i;j2SI
 
a2
i + a2
j

 
1
a2
X
i2SI
 
2a2
i

=
2nI
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i  
2
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i
=
2(nI   1)
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i
1
a2
X
i6=j2SI
 
X
k
a2
k
!
=
nI (nI   1)
a2
X
i2SI
a2
i +
nI (nI   1)
a2
X
i2SC
I
a2
i
where nI is the cardinality of community SI, and SC
I denotes the complementary
community with cardinality nC
I .
Substituting in the previous equation leads to
Q =
X
I
8
<
:
eII   e2
I +
1
a2

1  
2(nI   1)
n   2
+
nI (nI   1)
(n   1)(n   2)
 X
i2SI
a2
i +
1
a2

nI (nI   1)
(n   1)(n   2)
 X
i2SC
I
a2
i
9
=
;
=
X
I
8
<
:
eII   e2
I +
1
a2 (n   1)(n   2)
2
4nC
I
 
nC
I   1
 X
i2SI
a2
i + nI (nI   1)
X
i2SC
I
a2
i
3
5
9
=
;
Remark. The new term associated with community SI is strictly positive, being
null only when nI = nC
I = 1, and symmetric.
We now prove an interesting property of the rede￿ned modularity, which does not
hold for the classical de￿nition.3. APPLICATION 30
Theorem 5.4 (Modularity of the trivial partition into n singleton communities).
The modularity of the trivial partition into K = n communities, obtained by placing
each vertex vi 2 V in its own community SI = fvig, is null.
Proof. Assume that each vertex vi 2 V is placed in its own community SI.
For all communities SI we have that eII = 0 and eI = ai=a. Furthermore, for all
communities SI, we have that nI = 1 and nC
I = n   1.
The contribution to the modularity QI of each community SI is thus
QI = eII   e2
I +
1
a2 (n   1)(n   2)
2
4nC
I
 
nC
I   1
 X
i2SI
a2
i + nI (nI   1)
X
i2SC
I
a2
i
3
5
=  
ai
a
2
+
1
a2 (n   1)(n   2)
"
(n   1)(n   2)
X
i2SI
a2
i
#
=  
a2
i
a2 +
a2
i
a2
= 0
where we have used
P
i2SI a2
i = a2
i since, for all communities SI, SI = fvig.
Therefore, since Q =
P
I QI, it follows that Q = 0. 
3. Application
As for the improved version of the algorithm presented in Section 3, we can derive
an update rule for  for the rede￿ned modularity, and use it to guide the algorithm.
Quite interestingly, the update rule turns out to be the same we found for the
classical de￿nition of modularity, namely
0
(I[J)K = IK + JK
The only di￿erence lies in the initialization rule for , which in the case of the
rede￿ned modularity is given by
IJ =
2aij
a
 
2aiaj
a2  
2
a2 (n   1)(n   2)
"
(n   1)
 
a2
i + a2
j

 
X
i
a2
i
#
In a preliminary study, where we applied the new null model approach to the karate
club study of Zachary [Zac77] (Figure 5.3), we obtained a modularity Q  0:39423,
approximately 0:01356 higher than the one we found using the classical modularity
in Section 3.
This result suggests that the rede￿ned modularity is indeed a better heuristics for
the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm.3. APPLICATION 31
Figure 5.3: The friendship network from Zachary’s karate club study [ Zac77],
analyzed by means of agglomerative hierarchical clustering guided by the rede￿ned
modularity, with vertices belonging to di￿erent communities drawn in di￿erent
shapes and colorsCHAPTER 6
Case study: the scienti￿c collaboration network of
Italian computer scientists
The study of scienti￿c collaboration networks is a common benchmark for commu-
nity identi￿cation algorithms [New01c, New01a, New01b].
We applied the improved version of the algorithm described in Section 3 to a net-
work we built from publicly available data. The results of this analysis are presented
in the following sections.
1. Data collection
Data used in building the graph of scienti￿c collaborations among Italian computer
scientists has been collected from two databases, namely:
(1) Cerca Universit￿ 1, from which we extracted information about univer-
sity scholars (professors and researchers), their ￿eld of activity ( settore
scienti￿co-disciplinare ) and the university they belong to
(2) The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography
2, from which we extracted in-
formation about publications
Names in both databases were matched using a simple algorithm based on edit
distance and checked manually to ensure consistency.
The graph thus obtained has n = 1741 vertices, linked by m = 3878 edges. It
is divided in 89 connected components, with the giant central component encom-
passing 1455 vertices, more than 80% of the whole graph. There are also 66 small
components of order 2 and 3.
2. Degree distribution
The most basic statistical characterization of a graph is given by the study of the
vertex degrees ai, or their relative probability distribution P (k), which is de￿ned
for undirected graphs as the probability that any randomly chosen vertex has degree
k.
Remark. We consider here a Boolean representation of the network, in which two
authors are linked whenever they have co-authored at least one paper.
The graph of Figure 6.1 clearly shows that P (k) follows a heavy-tailed power-law
distribution (characterizing a heterogeneous connectivity pattern) k 
 with 
  2.
This in turn means that there is a ￿nite probability of ￿nding vertices whose degrees
are much larger than the average hki. For this reason, the average degree cannot
be considered a characteristic scale for the system, and the network is said to be
scale-free, as is typical of social networks [New03].
1http://cercauniversita.cineca.it/ (in Italian)
2http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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Figure 6.2: Change in the modularity value over the course of the algorithm
3. Community identi￿cation
The analysis was conducted on the weighted representation of the network, with
every edge representing the number of papers co-authored by the two authors in-
volved.
In order to weigh single collaborations more than multiple ones, as well as to keep
all edge weights within the interval [0;1], the number of co-authored papers was
￿ltered through the sigmoid function
 (x) =
1
1   e x3. COMMUNITY IDENTIFICATION 34
Figure 6.3: Communities belonging to the giant connected component, with highest
degree communities drawn in color
Starting from an initial modularity Q   0:00095 and applying the improved
version of the algorithm detailed in Section 3, we obtained a ￿nal modularity value
Q  0:80727. The change in the modularity value over the course of the algorithm
is shown in Figure 6.2.
The graph has been divided into 124 communities. Communities belonging to the
giant connected component are shown in Figure 6.3, in which each node represents
a community. Communities having the highest degree kmax = 9 are drawn in color.
Figure 6.4 shows how many communities include members from a certain number
of di￿erent universities. For example, there are 12 communities containing authors
from one single university, and there are 44 communities containing authors from
two di￿erent universities. We note that around 45% of the communities contain
authors from at most two universities, and more than 60% contain authors from at
most three.
Figure 6.5 depicts a similar study, in which we consider instead the number of
di￿erent SSDs (settori scienti￿co-disciplinari ).
For example, there are 38 communities containing authors from one single SSD,
and there are 39 communities containing authors from two di￿erent SSDs. In this3. COMMUNITY IDENTIFICATION 35
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Figure 6.4: Number of communities containing a certain number of di￿erent uni-
versities
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Figure 6.5: Number of communities containing a certain number of di￿erent SSDs
case, we note that more than 60% of the communities contain authors belonging to
at most two SSDs, and almost 80% contain authors belonging to at most three.APPENDIX A
Diagonal di￿usion operator
We de￿ne a new linear operator  acting on symmetric matrices A = AT of order
n. The operator maps any symmetric matrix A into the corresponding symmetric
matrix e A = e AT of order n satisfying the following properties for all i;j = 1;:::;n:
e aii = 0 (zero diagonal) (A.1)
e ai = ai (preservation of row sums) (A.2)
Definition A.1 (Diagonal di￿usion operator ). Let A = AT be a symmetric
matrix of order n. We denote b a =
P
i aii. By linearly spreading the diagonal
elements of A over its o￿-diagonal positions, while keeping row sums intact, we
de￿ne the symmetric, zero-diagonal matrix e A with elements
e aij =
(
aij + (aii + ajj) + 1
n b a i 6= j
0 i = j
and we ￿nd suitable values for  and  by imposing condition (A.2) on the preser-
vation of row sums. Note that, by construction, e A is symmetric and zero-diagonal,
thus also satisfying property (A.1).
Summing all elements in row i of e A gives
e ai =
X
j
e aij
=
X
j6=i
e aij (since, for all vi 2 V , e aii = 0)
= (ai   aii) + (n   1)aii + (nb a   ai) +  (n   1)
b a
n
= ai + aii [(n   2)   1] + b a

n +  (n   1)
n

Imposing e ai = ai leads to the following values for  and ,
(
(n   2)   1 = 0
[n +  (n   1)]=n = 0
(
 = 1
n 2
 =   1
(n 1)(n 2)
Elements of e A will thus be of the form
e aij =
(
aij + 1
n 2 (aii + ajj)   1
(n 1)(n 2) b a i 6= j
0 i = j
Theorem A.1. The  operator of De￿nition A.1 is linear, i.e. it satis￿es the
following properties for all symmetric matrices A = AT, B = BT and all  2 R,
^ (A + B) = e A + e B
] (A) = e A
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First property. Let A = AT and B = BT be symmetric matrices of order
n. We denote b a =
P
i aii and b b =
P
i bii.
According to De￿nition A.1, o￿-diagonal elements of e A are of the form
e aij = aij +
1
n   2
(aii + ajj)  
b a
(n   1)(n   2)
and similarly for e B.
Consider now the sum of A and B, C = A + B. Clearly, b c = b a +b b.
According to De￿nition A.1, o￿-diagonal elements of e C are of the form
e cij = cij +
1
n   2
(sii + sjj)  
b c
(n   1)(n   2)
= (aij + bij) +
1
n   2
[(aii + bii) + (ajj + bjj)]  
b a +b b
(n   1)(n   2)
= e aij +e bij
Thus, e C = ^ (A + B) = e A + e B. 
Second property. Let A = AT be a symmetric matrix of order n, and  2 R
any real number. We denote b a =
P
i aii.
According to De￿nition A.1, o￿-diagonal elements of e A are of the form
e aij = aij +
1
n   2
(aii + ajj)  
b a
(n   1)(n   2)
Consider now the symmetric matrix C = A, for which we have b c =
P
i ai =

P
i ai = b a.
According to De￿nition A.1, o￿-diagonal elements of e C are of the form
e cij = aij +
1
n   2
(aii + ajj)  
b a
(n   1)(n   2)
= 

aij +
1
n   2
(aii + ajj)  
b a
(n   1)(n   2)

= e aij
Thus, e C = ] (A) = 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